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3 Month 
Total Return 

12 Month 
Total Return 

S&P/TSX     
Composite 

-7.9% -8.4% 

S&P/TSX 60 -6.7% -6.5% 

S&P/TSX     
Completion 

-11.2% -13.8% 

S&P/TSX     
SmallCap 

-15.2% -21.8% 

S&P/TSX      
Venture 

-21.9% -42.3% 

S&P/TSX    
Income Trust 

-2.1% 4.0% 

S&P/TSX     
Preferred Share 

-12.9% -19.6% 

IAIC Equity Sector Benchmarks   

Consumer -5.3% 32.1% 
Financials -3.1% -1.5% 
Industrial -0.9% -4.8% 
Resources -19.7% -32.6% 

Utilities 2.6% 12.4% 

S&P/TSX  

Indices 

 

Consumer Sector 

The consumer sector experienced 

a pull-back of -5.3% this         

quarter after several strong     

positive quarters. The health care          

sub-sector return of -5.6% and a    

negative consumer discretionary 

return of -1.5% were partially 

offset by a gain in  consumer  

staples of 1.8%.   

As we mentioned last quarter,    

earlier in the year investors were 

willing to pay premiums for 

healthcare companies which led 

to a very strong start in 2015     

for the entire sub-sector.  This      

momentum has since begun to  
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Stock market indices in the major economic centres across the globe fell or saw very small 

growth during the third quarter of 2015.  Concerns persist over the slowing growth in China 

and continued pressure on the resource sector.  In the US, although the economy continues to 

strengthen, international concerns and potential interest-rate increases are weighing on the 

minds of investors.  The US markets are also showing caution as activity ahead of next year’s 

election heats up and is putting focus on a number of issues that could impact stock prices 

within specific sectors.  The Canadian markets, being heavily weighted to the resource sector, 

continue to be impacted by lower oil prices, a lower Canadian dollar and lower interest rates.  

Uncertainty over the future direction of interest rates is having a significant impact on the 

bond market and even more dramatically on the price of some preferred share issues.  The 

successful conclusion of the negotiation of the Trans-Pacific Partnership, a free trade        

agreement between 12 nations that make up 40% of the world’s economic output, creates 

additional economic opportunity and investor uncertainty. 

 

 

A review of some of the major factors affecting the Canadian, US and Global economies 
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decrease and with the current     

political uncertainty, has contributed 

to the decrease in the entire         

sector.  Consumer confidence has           

maintained at a strong level and 

consumers continue to positively 

gain from the drop in oil pricing, 

leaving them with more disposable 

income.  

 

Utilities Sector 

The utility sector experienced a 

three month return of 2.6%, the only 

economic sector with a positive   

return this quarter. Modest capital 

gains coupled with the payment of 

solid dividends were welcomed by 

investors given market value        

declines in other sectors and low 

interest rates.   

Although the pipeline and power 

generation subsectors showed a 

slight tightening in margins due to 

low oil prices and changes to        

Alberta’s tax rates, we still see 

strength in the valuations and      

continue to enjoy stable dividend      

income.  The telecommunications 

subsector remained on track as it 

benefits from the new CRTC rules 

put in place this summer.  Overall, 

the utilities have stayed strong and 

steady, providing a 12 month return 

of 12.4%. 

 

Financial Sector 

The Canadian finance sector         

returned -3.1% in the last three 

months, and -1.5% over the last 

twelve months. Despite the Bank of 

Canada lowering interest rates, the 

majority of the Canadian Banks 

raised their dividends this quarter 

continuing their trend of reliable 

dividend growth. 

The US finance sector total return 

was -6.7% in the last three months 

and -0.3% in the past 12 months.  

Increased profits from Europe and  

 

 

The Federal Reserve Defers Monetary 

Tightening 

The US Federal Reserve has been carefully 

considering the impact of developments in 

Europe and China on the US economy.      

Contrary to the expectations of many given 

recent strength in the US economy, in       

September the Fed once again deferred on 

any increase in interest rates.  Positive signs 

from the US include: 

 Lower energy prices 

 Positive signs in the US job market 

(unemployment has declined from 10% 

in 2009 to approximately 5% and is    

expected to decline to as low as 4% in 

the coming 12 to 18 months) 

 Relatively buoyant US consumer         

confidence  

 Healthy household balance sheets 

 Robust auto sales and housing starts 

 Low mortgage rates remain 

 A strong US dollar relative to the        

currencies of its trading partners 

 

Despite all of these healthy indicators in the 

US economy, global uncertainty continues to 

prevent the Federal Reserve from increasing 

interest rates from the record low levels held 

since 2008.  

Uncertainty in China Impacts Canadian 

Markets 

Global oversupply of oil, coupled with       

reductions in China’s economic growth rate 

and demand for raw materials, have          

contributed significantly to the negative   

returns in Canadian securities in 2015.  Falling 

oil and raw materials prices tend to place 

considerable drag on resource-heavy       

economies such as Canada’s and on market 

valuations of companies in all industry      

sectors in those economies. 

To compound the situation for Canadian   

investors, in 2015 the Bank of Canada        

intervened with two quarter-point cuts to its 

key overnight lending rate in order to       

stimulate growth and offset the impact of 

falling commodity prices.  Since consensus 

at the outset of the year was that interest 

rates would rise in 2015, the Bank of       

Canada’s actions took the market by       

surprise.   

Canadian economic growth will probably lag 

many other major economies as long as oil 

prices remain low.  Recent revisions to   

forecasts have growth in Canada lagging the 

US by 1% to 2% in 2015 and into 2016.  

While oil prices may start to firm up, very 

few analysts expect a return to the            

$90 - $100 per barrel range any time soon.  

World demand for oil continues to grow; 

however, the world’s suppliers continue to 

pump out 1% to 2% more than what is    

consumed.  Low oil prices and low interest 

rates will no doubt continue to keep the 

Canadian dollar low relative the US dollar.   

Canada’s export sector should benefit from 

the weaker loonie, provided it did not lose 

too much manufacturing capacity during the 

years when the dollar was trading at or near 

par with its US counterpart.   

On the positive side for Canada, the Federal 

government balanced the budget in Fiscal 

2015 and is on track to do so again in 2016.  

Housing starts remain relatively strong and 

even the “hot markets” of Vancouver and 

Toronto should continue to be propped up 

to a degree by foreign buyers taking        

advantage of the weaker Canadian dollar. 

Volatility in Preferred Shares           

Valuations 

The low interest rate environment we have 

experienced for the last several years     

presents challenges for the investor who 

seeks a low-risk investment portfolio that 

will produce sufficient income to meet his or 

her lifestyle needs.  Bond yields of 1% to 3% 

are barely keeping pace with inflation and 

produce fully taxable interest income (when  

 

 

 

The Bank of Canada’s      

actions took the     

market by surprise 
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Asia were offset by a rising US    

dollar contributing to lower net 

earnings.  Canadian and US         

insurance companies continued 

their trend of looking towards    

retirement services as a driver for 

future growth. Several Canadian 

insurers continue to expand further 

into the US market through        

strategic acquisitions. Persistently 

low interest rates and ongoing   

regulatory adjustments to capital     

requirements continued to be  

headwinds facing the insurers    

during the quarter.   

 

Industrial Sector 

The industrial sector, which        

includes technology  manufacturing,   

transportation and information 

companies , posted a three month 

return of -0.9%, a significant       

improvement from the previous 

quarter (-8.8%) but still in negative 

territory. This quarter's return was 

again more heavily weighted and 

negatively impacted by other     

industrials (-1.6%) than information 

technology companies (+0.7%).  

Industrials have posted a total   

return of -4.8% over the last 12  

months, the poorest returns 

amongst the other sectors except 

resources.   

 

Resources Sector 

The relatively poor performance of 

the resource sector continued into 

the third quarter with a negative 

return of -19.7% for the period. The 

challenging operating environment 

for both energy and materials    

companies has weakened investor 

sentiment for resources.  Sluggish 

prices have contributed to the   

sector’s negative return of -32.6% 

over the last 12 months.   

 

 

  

 

Sector Watch (cont’d) 
not held in an RRSP or other tax deferral plan).  

Equity markets are often seen as too risky for the 

low-risk investor and therefore equities often 

form only a small part of the investment     

portfolio.  Investors and their advisors have 

therefore sometimes turned to preferred shares 

of Canadian companies to enhance yield in the 

investment portfolio at risk levels acceptable to 

the investor. 

While each preferred share has its own unique 

characteristics, most can be classified as pure 

floating, reset, retractable, straight or structured.  

Two of the major classes, pure floating and reset 

issues, pay a dividend based on current,         

short-term interest rates.  Most use a Bank of 

Canada benchmark (90 day T-Bill in the case of 

pure floating and, in the case of resets, the five 

year Government of Canada bond) plus a fixed       

premium over that rate.  Pure floating issues 

normally have the dividend adjusted every 90 

days while reset issues typically are adjusted   

every five years.   

Because their dividend rates are adjusted       

upwards should interest rates rise in the future, 

pure floating and reset preferred shares can   

provide some stability to the portfolio in an    

environment of rising interest rates.   On the  

other hand, if interest rates fall, the reset will 

continue to provide the fixed premium over the 

prevailing rate and, relative to equivalent       

fixed-income alternatives, maintain an advantage 

in yield spread.   Theoretically, one would assume 

very little price volatility associated with these 

securities, making them appealing investments 

for the low-risk investor looking for reasonable 

levels of income.  

When the Bank of Canada dropped its overnight 

lending rate by a quarter percent in January 

2015, the markets were caught off guard.       

Consensus had been that the US Federal Reserve 

would raise rates in 2015 and the Bank of Canada  

would follow suit.  Expectations for rate 

increases had been factored into the       

markets.  Seeing the impact of falling oil and 

raw materials prices on the Canadian     

economy, the Bank of Canada decreased its 

overnight interest rate in an effort to       

provide some stimulus to the Canadian 

economy.  The added   incentive, though not 

stated, was that a rate cut would instantly 

weaken the Canadian dollar, giving a boost 

to exporters.  Then in July, with data     

showing the Canadian   economy as an   

aggregate was possibly in a technical       

recession, the Bank of Canada cut the    

overnight rate by another quarter percent.   

Investors do not like surprises and we have 

seen market values of pure floating and   

reset preferred shares fall by 20% to 30% in 

the past nine months.  The deep discounts 

the market has imposed on these issues 

appears to be an overreaction.  Certainly a 

cut in the Central Bank’s overnight lending 

rate could result in lower income upon the 

resetting of dividends, but our analysis    

indicates it does not warrant the price    

declines these securities have undergone in 

2015.  The issuing companies are very stable 

with strong fundamentals and therefore 

there should be little concern about their 

credit worthiness.  It would appear the   

market either sees a long extended period of   

low interest rates or continued uncertainty 

regarding the direction that interest rates 

will take in the near term.  This uncertainty 

made its way into the bond market, as prices 

in this asset class retreated over the third 

quarter of 2015 as well.   

In general, we are continuing to hold the 

pure floating and reset preferred shares in 

client portfolios.  We feel the market has 

overreacted to uncertainty and market   

values will recover (at the time of writing, 

prices for many reset preferred shares had 

indeed moved up significantly from recent 

lows).   

 

 

 

We have seen the market   

value of pure floating and 

reset preferred shares fall 

by 20% to 30% 

We feel the market             

has overacted 
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For clients who have realized capital gains for 

tax purposes in recent years, we may want to 

sell some of their preferred share holdings to 

incur a loss that can be used to reduce taxes 

paid in previous years.  With the proceeds 

from the sale we would likely purchase    

similar preferred shares, since we believe the 

market is significantly undervaluing them. 

Analysts who carefully follow the preferred 

share space feel that current prices provide 

investors with excellent yields at bargain 

prices the market has not seen for quite 

some time.       

In the News: US Election Cycle and a 

New Trading Partnership 

Seldom do US elections have any significant 

impact on stock markets; however, specific 

sectors can be impacted by a government’s 

position on the regulatory framework for its 

industry.  After enjoying solid gains in recent 

years, the pharmaceutical industry is now 

experiencing price pressure due to the      

position of prominent Democrats advocating 

changes to pricing and patent protection of 

these products.  We expect some volatility in 

this specific sector and possibly the            

energy-related industries as the US                                             

election unfolds.  However, we do not       

suggest strategic or tactical shifts in asset         

allocations be made based on stump    

speeches for a presidential election that is 

more than a year away and still has a field of 

over twenty candidates. 

Another recent development Canadian     

investors should be aware of is the signing of 

the Trans-Pacific Partnership, referred to as 

TPP.  Twelve nations including Canada,     

together accounting for about 40% of the 

world’s GDP, took ten years to bring the 

agreement to  fruition. The agreement will 

require   ratification by each   country’s     

respective   government.  The TPP became an 

issue in Canada’s federal election, since it will 

impact a number of industries operating in 

Canada.  Free-trade agreements remove  

tariffs and restrictions imposed on products 

and services moving between the countries 

involved in the agreement.  There are many 

broad-based potential benefits to countries 

who are party to free trade agreements,   

including larger markets for businesses and 

lower prices for consumers, but of course 

certain industries can benefit or suffer more 

than others.  Jobs lost in competitively   

weaker industries in a country should     theo-

retically be replaced by jobs in industries 

where that country is more efficient than its 

trading partners.  Time will tell if the    agree-

ment is fully ratified and how it will  impact 

Canada, but certainly   being party to the 

agreement seems a                  considerably 

Analysts who carefully 

follow the preferred 

share space feel that 

current prices provide 

investors with excellent 

yields at bargain prices 

the market has not seen 

for quite some time      

Sector Watch (cont’d) 

 

As oil prices experienced significant 

volatility and extended their      

downward trend, the energy         

subsector returned -17.2% for the 

quarter.  Daily and weekly          

movements in prices during the  

quarter were notable.  For example, 

the Brent Crude Oil Benchmark 

moved from $42 per barrel on August 

24, 2015 to $50 per barrel on         

September 3, 2015, before retreating 

and moving within the range of $45 

to $50 per barrel for the balance of 

the month.  Oversupply and           

uncertainty about the rate of     

worldwide  consumption growth   

continue to affect oil prices. 

Following a similar path as the energy 

subsector, the materials subsector 

returned -24.5% for the quarter.   

Concerns about a softening pace of 

growth for China and the                

international emerging markets    

continues to be a headwind for the 

industry.  As it has grown, China’s 

impact on the demand for base    

materials has become significant.  At 

the beginning of this quarter, it was 

believed China accounted for almost 

half of worldwide copper demand.  

Similarly in 2013, the country was 

estimated to represent over 40% of 

global demand for iron ore, coal, and 

zinc.   

We continue to closely monitor    

developments in the resource sector 

and to employ our disciplined,      

diversified approach to ensure our 

clients are suitably positioned in their 

equity holdings.  

 

 

 

The TPP will impact a 

number of industries 

“Why would you buy 

them?  Simple. This 

cheapness will not last, 

and preferreds are 

poised to be among 

the significant winners 

as interest rates start 

the long trip back to 

normal.” 

Garth Turner                

Canadian business journalist, 

author, entrepreneur, politician  
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better alternative than being left out of such an agreement that includes Japan, Australia, Singapore, 

Mexico and the US.  Canada also has free-trade agreements in place with the Europe Union and 

South Korea.  

In Summary 

The strength of the US economy has generally offset some weakness in emerging markets and    

contributed to moderate global growth.  The Federal Reserve has delayed increasing short-term 

interest rates as it sees challenges in China other major economies around the world. 

A slowdown in China’s economic growth and falling oil prices due mainly to oversupply have sparked 

a reduction in Canada’s growth in 2015 prompted the Bank of Canada to surprise investors and  

reduce its overnight lending rate.  This drag on the economy has impacted Canadian stocks in all 

sectors while lower interest rates have had a negative impact on income-producing securities such 

as pure floating and reset preferred shares that normally protect investors against rising interest 

rates. 

This year is currently on track to provide negative returns in a number of asset classes. Stock       

markets around the world have come off of the highs they reached in the first quarter of this year 

and many, such as Canada’s TSX, have erased all of the positive gains they generated in 2014.  In the 

first weeks of the fourth quarter, we have seen some positive momentum returning to security   

prices but the large movements during trading days would suggest that markets may remain        

volatile.  While it is tempting to react to the current events or price declines in specific sectors, it is 

important to rely upon discipline and analysis rather than emotion.  Acting on the temptation to try 

to time the market generally impacts long-term investment returns negatively.   Current volatility in 

stock prices continues to reflect some downside risks in the short-term; however, many stocks and 

asset classes are now offering relatively better value than we have seen in quite some time. 

Capital Gain / Loss Integration 

With the pullback we have experienced in the markets this year, 2015 is providing an excellent        

opportunity for some of our clients to recover a portion of the taxes paid on returns filed for 2012, 

2013 and 2014.  CRA allows capital losses to be applied against capital gains that were taxed in the 

previous three years.  IAIC’s portfolio managers work with our clients and their financial planners 

and accountants to determine whether the tax benefits of tax loss realization from selling a security 

that has declined in value would be beneficial.  Transaction costs, tax rules and portfolio suitability 

issues must be taken into consideration when considering the best course of action. 

 

 

 

Each  quarter we encourage submissions of photographs  to be chosen for the front page of 
the IAIC Newsletter. IAIC also makes a  charitable donation in the name of the winner.   
This quarter’s charity is the: The Right to Play (www.righttoplay.ca) 

Winner: Sandra Minor: $250             

Winter themed photographs for the next edition can be submitted to:  
Karinm@iaic.ca. 
 
Deadline: January 15, 2016                    
Charity : Brain Tumour Foundation of Canada  
www.braintumour.ca 

PHOTO CONTEST 

 

 

 

 

“The stock 

market is the 

story of cycles 

and of the 

human 

behavior that 

is responsible 

for 

overreactions 

in both 

directions.”  

  

 

 Seth Klarman 

Founder of the Baupost 

Group, a Boston-based 

private investment 

partnership and author 
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$U/$C 

 

On July 15, 2015 the Bank of Canada surprised the market again with another cut to its key interest 

rate.  The rate, which was cut to 0.5% from 0.75%, does not have much room to be lowered further.  

The Bank of Canada lowered the rate as it feared a slowdown in the resource sector would have a 

broader impact on the Canadian economy as a whole.  The lower rate in Canada also had the effect 

of further weakening the loonie against its US counterpart.  The sentiment in oil markets continued 

during the quarter with less than robust growth seen globally and supply showing few signs of      

decreasing.  As an added   development for the global oil supply, Iran seems poised to return to the 

market as a nuclear deal is close to being finalized and contributed to the price of oil falling 24%. 

 

Key Economic Rates and Commodity Prices 

Target Rate 

Oil 

CA Rates Sept-15 Aug-15 July-15 June-15 May-15 April-15 Sept-14 

Target 0.50% 0.50% 0.50% 0.75% 0.75% 0.75% 1.00% 

90D Tbill 0.44% 0.37% 0.40% 0.58% 0.62% 0.66% 0.92% 

2Y Benchmark 0.52% 0.44% 0.41% 0.48% 0.57% 0.68% 1.12% 

10y Benchmark 1.43% 1.49% 1.44% 1.69% 1.62% 1.58% 2.15% 

30Y Benchmark 2.20% 2.24% 2.13% 2.31% 2.21% 2.18% 2.67% 

CPI (Y/Y) NA 1.27% 1.27% 1.03% 0.87% 0.80% 2.03% 

CPI x-food/Ener. (Y/Y) NA 1.76% 2.02% 1.85% 1.85% 1.85% 1.87% 

$U/$C 0.746 0.754 0.768 0.801 0.800 0.826 0.894 

€/$C 0.669 0.673 0.695 0.719 0.729 0.738 0.709 

¥/$C 89.365 91.517 95.180 98.066 99.218 98.862 98.383 

Market Performance 
The United States was the clear leader for market performance this past quarter.  Finishing up 0.5%, it was the sole equity asset class with 

positive performance with assistance by the weakening Canadian dollar.  The US unemployment rate is now back to pre-economic crisis   

levels and consumer confidence is relatively high.  The Federal Reserve delayed raising interest rates again; however, Fed Chair Janet Yellen 

maintains her conviction that interest will likely increase in the near future.   

The Canadian stock market was down almost 8% this quarter.  The decline in commodity prices was the key driver for the lower performance, 

also contributing to a decline in the value of the Canadian dollar against many major currencies.   

Concerns about declining economic growth in China and interest rate uncertainty in the US were a drag on markets across Europe and 

amongst emerging economies as international markets declined over the quarter by -3.5%.  

  

Represents total returns in Canadian currency 
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IAIC Disclosures 

All graph and chart statistical data contained in this report has been supplied by TD Securities Equity Research. Sources used by TD Securities Equity Research to compile the data include: Global Insight, Thomson Financial, 
CPMS, Bloomberg, S&P/TSX Index Services, S&P Index Services, TSX, NYSE, NASD, and company reports. The views and opinions expressed in this newsletter are based on historical company fundamentals and market statistics.  
No guarantee of outcome is implied and opinions may change without notice.  Investors should not base any of their investment decisions solely on this report. 

This report is produced entirely by Independent Accountants' Investment Counsel Inc.  Although the information contained in this report has been obtained from sources that IAIC Inc. believes to be reliable, we do not guaran-
tee its accuracy, and as such, the information may be incomplete or condensed. All opinions, estimates and other information included in this report constitute our judgment as of the date hereof and are subject to change 
without notice. 

Please contact your IAIC representative if you have any questions regarding this newsletter.    © Copyright 2015 Independent Accountants’ Investment Counsel Inc. All rights reserved. 
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